
GLUTAMATE:
THE PUREST

TASTE OF
UMAMI



While ingredient preparation and seasoning to enhance
umami has been part of our food culture for millennia, the
discovery that glutamate is the key to this basic taste is
much more recent.

At the beginning of the twentieth century Professor Kikunae
Ikeda, working at the Tokyo Imperial University, observed
that there was a taste common to many savoury foods which
did not fall into the defined taste categories.  He called this
taste umami.  In 1908, he identified the amino acid glutamic
acid, which he isolated from Kombu seaweed, as the source
of this unique taste.

The discovery of the link between glutamate and umami
sparked a search for further sources of the delicious taste.
 Inosinate (isolated from dried bonito tuna) and guanylate
(from dried shitake mushrooms) were identified as umami
substances also.  When glutamate is present with inosinate
or guanylate the umami taste is increased dramatically.

Research into umami taste continues today.  Almost 100
years after Ikeda's discovery, umami taste receptors were
identified.  These receptors, situated on the tongue and
palate, respond strongly to glutamate at levels which occur
in foods and confirm umami as a basic and distinct taste.
Recent work on one of the umami receptors has identified
the reason for the synergy between glutamate and
inosinate/guanylate - these receptors have sites with special
affinity for these molecules, so that when they are present
together the umami taste response is stronger.

GLUTAMATE &
UMAMI TASTE

FREE GLUTAMATE (mg/100g)

GLUTAMATE:
KOMBU SEAWEED 2240

PARMIGIANO REGGIANO 1680

NORI SEAWEED 1378

CURED HAM 337

EMMENTAL CHEESE 308

TOMATO 246

CHEDDAR CHEESE 182

SCALLOP 140

GREEN PEAS 106

ONION 51

GREEN ASPARAGUS 49

SPINACH 48

GREEN TEA EXTRACT 32

CHICKEN 22

CRAB ±± 19

BEEF 10

POTATO 10

PORK 9
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Free glutamate occurs at high
levels in many foods which we
find delicious.

Dried kombu, a traditional
component of Japanese cuisine,
has a high free glutamate
content.

Umami is a basic taste, our fifth with sweet, sour, salty
and bitter.  It is the taste that signals savouriness -
protein from meat, fish, dairy products and vegetables.

Glutamic acid is one of the 20 amino acids which are building
blocks for the proteins in the body.  Because it is made by the
body as part of normal metabolism it is a non-essential
amino acid.

MONOSODIUM
GLUTAMATE

GLUTAMIC ACID



THE TRADITION OF UMAMI
SEASONING

Garum, a fermented fish sauce, was an essential and valuable
condiment in ancient Rome.  Fish sauces are staple
ingredients in southeast Asian cuisine.  The English
Worcester sauce is related, a ferment of anchovies, sugar,
spices and vinegar.  The soy sauce associated with Chinese
food, the dashi which forms the basis of traditional Japanese
cuisine, beef and yeast extracts, and tomato ketchup are
all means of enhancing umami taste.  This is because they
all have high levels of glutamate.

Having identified the source of umami taste as glutamic
acid, Professor Ikeda set out to make a seasoning which
could be used to increase the level of umami in a wide range
of foods.  He found that the sodium salt of the amino acid
was ideal as it is soluble in water but resistant to humidity,
and has no flavour.  The development of the seasoning,
monosodium glutamate, was a significant breakthrough and
earned Ikeda recognition as one of Japan's ten 'greatest
inventors'.

Monosodium glutamate, MSG, is now used in cooking and
food production the world over.  It is the cleanest, purest
way to increase umami in food as it brings no other tastes
or flavours to the final dish.
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Glutamate seasoning is made
by fermentation - a process
similar to that used to make
beer, wine or vinegar

1 CARBOHYDRATE SOURCE:
EG. SUGAR CANE

2 EXTRACTION OF SUGARS:
EG. MOLASSES

3 FERMENTATION: SUGAR IS
FERMENTED TO PRODUCE
GLUTAMATE

4 SEPARATION AND 
CRYSTALLIZATION

5 DRYING

6 PACKED FOR USE IN
FOOD PREPARATION

APPROVED THE
WORLD OVER
Since its discovery in 1908,
monosodium glutamate has
been used safely and
effectively in food.  A great
deal of scientific research
has been undertaken into
its role and safety. This
research, which has been
reviewed by scientists and
regulators around the
world including the US Food
& Drug Administration,
demonstrates that
monosodium glutamate
(MSG) is safe for everyone.
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As it is one of our basic tastes, it is not surprising that
increasing umami in food is part of cooking culture all
around the world.  From ancient times to the present
day, cooks have used ingredients to increase umami and
savoury tastiness.



The fact that we have evolved to taste glutamate is not a
surprise once we realise that it is an amino acid found
abundantly in food.  It signals the presence of protein,
our dietary source of the amino acids we need for healthy
growth and development and for normal metabolism
throughout life.

Taste receptors on the tongue and palate recognise each
of the five basic tastes.  For example, when the umami
receptors come in contact with glutamate, this information
is relayed to the brain where the umami taste is recognised.

Recently researchers discovered that glutamate receptors
are present in the stomach.  It is also known that the gastric
vagal nerve responds to glutamate but not other amino
acids.  Together these findings suggest that the glutamate
receptors recognise protein-rich food entering the stomach
and, as a result, the vagus nerve sends food-related signals
to the brain.  A signal is then sent from the brain to the
stomach to prepare the gastro-intestinal tract for
protein digestion.

BASIC TASTE INDICATES: TASTE STIMULUS
DETECTION
LEVEL %

Sweet

Sour

Salt

Bitter

Energy source

Organic acids; not
yet ripe or spoilage

Minerals essential
for fluid balance

Harmful/toxins

Sucrose

Acetic acid
(vinegar)

Sodium chloride
(salt)

Quinine

0.5

0.012

0.2

0.00005

UMAMI Glutamate/MSG 0.03Protein, amino
acids

Glutamate is found in
abundance in our diet.
It is found in two forms
in food:

BOUND glutamate refers to
the amino acid when it is part
of protein.

FREE glutamate refers to the
glutamate which occurs
freely in the food, not as part
of proteins.

Only free glutamate can be
detected by the umami
taste receptors.

The body makes no
distinction between free
glutamate in food and
glutamate in seasoning.

UMAMI - A
BASIC TASTE

PERCEPTION
OF UMAMI
TASTE

STOMACH

VAGUS
NERVE

TASTE
NERVE

PERCEPTION
OF PROTEIN

RICH FOOD

FOOD

Our sense of taste has evolved to detect key components
in food which are important for healthy development
and those which we need to avoid.  There are five distinct,
basic tastes.
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Basic tastes are universal and cannot be created by
a combination of other tastes.

Taste and Flavour have quite distinct meanings.  Taste
refers to one of our five senses, and food components which
stimulate this sense are referred to as tastes.  Flavour
refers to the sensation a particular food imparts when
consumed, including the combination of tastes, and its aroma
and mouth-feel.

The pleasure and benefit we get from food is determined by
a complex combination of factors - not only the physical
attributes, such as aroma, texture and temperature, but
also mood, environment and food culture.
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The human body synthesises almost 50g of glutamate each
day and stores almost 2 kilos of glutamate in major organs
like muscle, the brain and the kidneys and liver.

The average person consumes between 10 and 20 grams of
glutamate from their diet each day.  This glutamate comes
from the protein-containing foods we eat as part of our
normal diet - glutamate added as seasoning provides a very
small part of our daily intake.  As the body makes glutamate
as part of normal metabolism, it is not an essential amino
acid and most of the dietary glutamate is metabolised rapidly
as an energy source in the gut.  In fact, research has shown
that little of the glutamate we eat gets beyond the cells
lining the digestive tract, where it fuels their normal function.

The body does not distinguish between the glutamate
occurring naturally in food and the glutamate added as
seasoning - monosodium glutamate brings nothing new
to the diet.

GLUTAMATE
&THE BODY
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Our bodies contain about
10g of free glutamate

The way in which we hunger for the tastes we need is
demonstrated by nutrition studies among infants.  Newborn
babies have been shown to enjoy sweet and umami tastes
and to dislike sour and bitter tastes.  Umami taste may be
recognised even before birth as human amniotic fluid
contains significant levels of glutamate.

Human breast milk, the sole source of nutrition for most
children in their early months, is very rich in free glutamate.
Indeed a newborn, breast-fed infant consumes free
glutamate at levels far higher, for its weight, than we do
from our diet later in life.

1   BRAIN 2.3g

2  MUSCLES 6g

3  LIVER 0.7g

4  KIDNEYS 0.7g

5  BLOOD 0.04g

Glutamate is an important amino acid present in virtually
every protein in the body.  It plays a vital role in the
function of many of the important organs, including the
brain, and in healthy metabolism.

HUMAN
BREAST

MILK

COW’S
MILK

100 20 30

mg/100ml

18.7mg

1.0mg

5 15 25
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In essence increasing umami in food means increasing the
level of free glutamate.  This can be brought about in a
number of ways:

RIPENING:  Experience tells us that when vegetables are
in season their taste and flavour is in perfect balance.  As
they ripen the level of many taste components, including
free amino acids, increases.  Free glutamate levels, in
particular, reach a peak when the umami taste is optimal.
As green tomatoes ripen to rich red, the level of free
glutamate increases ten-fold.

MATURATION:  The taste of cheese becomes stronger
and develops character as it ripens.  During maturation the
proteins in the cheese are broken down, eventually to free
amino acids.  In strong, mature cheeses, free glutamate
dominates delivering a powerful umami taste.

CURING:  The different processes undertaken during
curing meat or fish result in the breakdown of some of the
protein releasing amino acids.  So curing not only preserves
the food but also enhances umami.

COOKING is a way of increasing umami in savoury foods.
Cooking results in the release of free glutamate and other
umami substances, enhancing umami and creating a
deliciously balanced final dish.

ADDING GLUTAMATE OR GLUTAMATE-RICH
STOCK:  Increasing the level of free glutamate in a dish,
during cooking or processing is a simple and effective way
to increase umami taste and balance.  In recipe development,
glutamate is added at levels similar to those in traditional
recipes.  The taste can also be enhanced by using glutamate-
rich condiments to season the dish before serving or at
the table.

ENHANCING UMAMI TASTE
IN FOOD
Throughout the ages, and all over the world, people have
sought out foods which are rich in umami.  Selecting food
that is ripe, and preparing or cooking it so that it tastes
not only palatable but delicious is a human trait that
is universal.
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WHY INCREASE THE LEVELS OF
GLUTAMATE IN FOOD?

TO MAKE FOOD TASTE BALANCED, RICH AND DELICIOUS -

All around the world there is a tradition of combining meat
or fish - rich in umami from the inosinate, and vegetables -
rich in free glutamate, in recipes for delicious dishes, stocks
and stews.  The dashi stocks that are fundamental to
Japanese cuisine are rich in glutamate from kombu seaweed
and inosinate from the dried bonito flakes called katsuobushi,
making the combination very high in umami taste.  In Italian
cuisine, tomatoes rich in glutamate are combined with beef
to make delicious Bolognese sauce.  The glutamate-rich
cheese topping on a beef burger delivers a new dimension
to the taste, with tomato ketchup adding further umami.
Now that we know that glutamate and inosinate work
synergistically on the umami taste receptors we can
understand why a combination of umami taste sources gives
delicious, balanced tastes.

Glutamate seasoning is the simplest, purest way to
add umami to food.

TO REDUCE SALT -

Adding salt (sodium chloride) to food is a traditional and
popular way of enhancing the flavour and richness.  However,
too much sodium in the diet can be bad for health so many
people are trying to reduce their salt intake.  Studies have
now demonstrated that by increasing the level of glutamate
and decreasing the salt levels, the sodium content of recipes
can be lowered by up to 40% with no loss in palatability.

TO REDUCE FAT CONTENT -

We don't just eat to live, we get pleasure from eating.  The
savoury foods and recipes that we enjoy are characterised
by words like rich, meaty, rounded and all have a balanced,
mouth-filling flavour.  Often the satisfying rounded flavour
is due to the fat content of the food.  With the increased
understanding of umami taste characteristics and of the
ingredients which deliver the unique savoury taste, chefs
and recipe developers are finding that umami-rich recipes
can deliver rich, satisfying cuisine with lower levels of fat.

TO REGULATE APPETITE ?

Today there is significant interest in what makes us feel
hungry or feel full, and how understanding satiety could help
in understanding appetite.  Studies show that we are
programmed to find foods with umami taste appetising when
we are hungry but not nearly so pleasant when we are full.
This may be important for deciding how much we eat at
a meal.

ENHANCING UMAMI TASTE
IN FOOD

GLUTAMATE
RICH

INOSINATE
RICH

KOMBU KATSUOBUSHI

ONION, CARROT
AND CELERY

BEEF

CHINESE CABBAGE
AND LEEK

CHICKEN

+

+

+

JAPANESE STOCK

WESTERN CASSEROLE

CHINESE SOUP

THE SECRET
OF DELICIOUS
RECIPES

Combining ingredients rich
in free glutamate with
those rich in guanylate
or inosinate enhances
umami significantly.
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10
THINGS YOU

SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE

- MSG

1.  Glutamate is the
purest taste of umami,
the fifth basic taste.
Umami taste receptors
have a special affinity
for free glutamate.

2. We consume
between 10g and 20g
of glutamate from our
diet, of which glutamate
from seasoning or
condiments is less
than 10%.

3.  Monosodium
glutamate brings
nothing new to the diet;
it is the sodium salt of
an amino acid found
abundantly in protein.

4.  The body treats
glutamate in exactly
the same way whether
it comes from the food
we eat or is added as
seasoning.

5.  Glutamate is
important for healthy
metabolism, however
most of the dietary
glutamate we consume
is used as fuel by the
cells of the digestive
system.

7.  Replacing table salt
with monosodium
glutamate reduces the
sodium content of
recipes, as MSG
contains one third of
the amount of sodium.

6.  Increasing the
umami taste in food by
increasing the level of
free glutamate can
result in salt (sodium)
and fat-reduced
recipes which still
taste satisfying.

8. Only a small amount
of added glutamate is
required to optimise
umami taste; using
more won't do you any
harm but, as with salt,
the food might not
taste as good.

9. The extensive body
of research which exists
about this widely used
ingredient has been
reviewed by independent
scientists and regulatory
authorities throughout
the world - all have
found MSG to be safe.

10. Numerous well-
conducted scientific
studies have failed to
show a connection
between MSG and
adverse health effects.
In fact, MSG gives the
benefit of umami taste.


